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Enchanting, mysterious, and melodic sensations of sound. From calming music atmospheres, to more

upbeat rock blends. Creative and melodic in both keyboards and guitar. 14 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: New

Age, ROCK: Progressive Rock Details: In this album you'll discover new age, rock blends, and electronic

impressions. Enchanting, mysterious, and melodic sensations of sound. Beauty and culture come

together to carry your mind and senses to far away locations. Freestyle and structured, flowing streams of

soft passages, to crisp lines setting the rhythm and flavor, to capture the wanting and discerning ear. A

variety of songs, drawing from Asian and other world influences. Songs to relax by, and songs to liven up

your day. Music is a passion and a joy, and that's the goal generated in this music. To reach the creative

bounds and capture the feel and essence of the various styles the music covers. Several selections have

been suggested to have a movie soundtrack feel. This album receives airplay on several stations

including: KZION internet radio Alooga - German/European Alternative radio ArtSound FM 92.7 -

Australia ChoiceRadio - New Age *Please see the reviews of this cd at the bottom of this page. Other

albums that are available on CD Baby, "Pyramid Dreams", "Wishing Stars", and "At First Light". The links

are to the left. Thank you to all those who are viewing this page and sharing an interest in this music.

*NEW* Several songs from this cd are now available to download for free! They are in the "Weed file"

format. Type or copy/paste this web address... coolerweed.net/instrumental.htm This will take you directly

to the download page. You can learn more about Weed files there, and you'll get $5 free (for new

accounts). Enjoy!
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